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QUESTION 1

An integration Mute application consumes and processes a list of rows from a CSV file. Each row must be read from the
CSV file, validated, and the row data sent to a JMS queue, in the exact order as in the CSV file. 

If any processing step for a row falls, then a log entry must be written for that row, but processing of other rows must not
be affected. 

What combination of Mute components is most idiomatic (used according to their intended purpose) when Implementing
the above requirements? 

A. Scatter-Gather component On Error Continue scope 

B. VM connector first Successful scope On Error Propagate scope 

C. For Each scope On Error Continue scope 

D. Async scope On Error Propagate scope 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: 

*

 On Error Propagate halts execution and sends error to the client. In this scenario it\\'s mentioned that "processing of
other rows must not be affected" so Option B and C are ruled out. 

*

 Scatter gather is used to club multiple responses together before processing. In this scenario, we need sequential
processing. So option A is out of choice. 

*

 Correct answer is For Each scope and On Error Continue scope Below requirement can be fulfilled in the below way 1)
Using For Each scope , which will send each row from csv file sequentially. each row needs to be sent sequentially as
requirement is to send the message in exactly the same way as it is mentioned in the csv file 2) Also other part of
requirement is if any processing step for a row fails then it should log an error but should not affect other record
processing . This can be achieved using On error Continue scope on these set of activities. so that error will not halt the
processing. Also logger needs to be added in error handling section so that it can be logged. 

*

 Attaching diagram for reference. Here it\\'s try scope, but similar would be the case with For Each loop. 
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QUESTION 2

According to MuleSoft, what Action should an IT organization take regarding its technology assets in order to close the
IT delivery. 

A. Make assets easily discoverable via a central repository 

B. Focus project delivery efforts on custom assets that meet the specific requirements of each individual line of
business 
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C. Create weekly meetings that all members of IT attend to present justification and request approval to use existing
assets 

D. Hire additional staff to meet the demand for asset creation required for approved projects and timelines 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Refer to the exhibit. 

One of the backend systems invoked by an API implementation enforces rate limits on the number of requests a
particular client can make. Both the backend system and the API implementation are deployed to several non-
production environments in addition to production. 

Rate limiting of the backend system applies to all non-production environments. The production environment, however,
does NOT have any rate limiting. 

What is the most effective approach to conduct performance tests of the API implementation in a staging (non-
production) environment? 

A. Create a mocking service that replicates the backend system\\'s production performance characteristics. Then
configure the API implementation to use the mocking service and conduct the performance tests 

B. Use MUnit to simulate standard responses from the backend system then conduct performance tests to identify other
bottlenecks in the system 

C. Include logic within the API implementation that bypasses invocations of the backend system in a performance test
situation. Instead invoking local stubs that replicate typical backend system responses then conduct performance tests
using this API Implementation 

D. Conduct scaled-down performance tests in the staging environment against the rate limited backend system then
upscale performance results to full production scale 

Correct Answer: A 

Explanation: 

Correct answer is Create a mocking service that replicates the backend system\\'s production performance
characteristics. Then configure the API implementation to use the mocking service and conduct the performance tests 
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*

 MUnit is for only Unit and integration testing for APIs and Mule apps. Not for performance Testing, even if it has the
ability to Mock the backend. 

*

 Bypassing the backend invocation defeats the whole purpose of performance testing. Hence it is not a valid answer. 

*

 Scaled down performance tests cant be relied upon as performance of API\\'s is not linear against load. 

 

QUESTION 4

Refer to the exhibit. 

The HTTP Listener and the Logger are being handled from which thread pools respectively? 

A. CPU_INTENSIVE and Dedicated Selector pool 

B. UBER and NONBLOCKING 

C. Shared Selector Pool and CPU LITE 

D. BLOCKING _IO and UBER 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

A developer needs to discover which API specifications have been created within the organization before starting a new
project. Which Anypoint Platform component can the developer use to find and try out the currently released API
specifications? 
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A. Anypoint Exchange 

B. Runtime Manager 

C. API Manager 

D. Object Store 

Correct Answer: A 
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